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Abstract

coding is consistent if it respects the semantics of transition
labels: e.g., if the firing of a transition labelled by  leads
from state  to state  , then signal  must have value in
 and value in  . In particular, occurrences of  and
 must alternate along every firing sequence. Completeness requires the binary code of a state to contain enough
information to determine the behaviour of the circuit; if two
states have the same code, then they have to enable exactly
the same output signals.
Early techniques for the synthesis of asynchronous circuits from STG specifications proceeded by first constructing the state graph of the STG, then computing a consistent
and complete binary encoding (if it exists), and then synthesizing the circuit from the encoding. This approach is fairly
well understood (see e.g. [16, 24, 12]), and there exists good
tool support, e.g. like that provided by the Petrify tool [22]).
If these techniques are used, checking consistency and completeness are minor problems, since the check can be performed in linear time in the size of the reachability graph.
However, these approaches suffer strongly from the state
explosion problem: the number of states of the state graph
can grow super-exponentially in the size of the STG, or even
be infinite. As synthesis tools for asynchronous systems
start to mature, the size of STGs increases and techniques
based on the state graph become obsolete. Therefore, much
effort is being devoted to synthesis techniques that avoid the
construction of the state graph. In this new setting consistency and completeness become a major problem. Checking them is EXPSPACE-hard in the size of the STG, even if
its state graph is known to be finite (a result that follows easily from the EXPSPACE-hardness of the reachability problem for Petri nets [18, 9]). For 1-bounded STGs, in which
a place can contain at most 1 token (the case most common in practice), checking consistency and completeness is
still PSPACE-complete. PSPACE-hardness follows easily
from the PSPACE-hardness of the reachability problem for
1-bounded Petri nets [9], while membership in PSPACE is
trivial.
In order to cope with this problem, syntactically defined

Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) are one of the most
popular models for the specification of asynchronous circuits. A STG can be implemented if it admits a so-called
consistent and complete binary encoding. Checking this is
EXPSPACE-hard for arbitrary STGs, and so a lot of attention has been devoted to the subclass of free-choice STGs,
which offers a good compromise between expressive power
and analizability. In the last years, polynomial time synthesis techniques have been developed for free-choice STGs,
but they assume that the STG has a consistent binary encoding. This paper presents the first polynomial algorithm
for checking consistency.

1 Introduction
Asynchronous circuit design is attracting increasing interest due to some important potential advantages, like absence of clock skew problems and low power consumption
[2, 7]. Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) [5, 6, 21] are one of
the most popular specification models for asynchronous circuits. They are Petri nets in which the firing of a transition
is interpreted as rising or falling of a signal in the circuit.
Transitions corresponding to rising (falling) of signal  are
labelled by  ( ). Signals are partitioned into input and
output signals, which are supposed to be controlled by the
environment and the circuit, respectively.
Given a STG, the synthesis problem consists in producing an asynchronous circuit exhibiting the same behaviour.
Such a circuit is known to exist if the state graph of the
STG admits a consistent and complete binary encoding. A
binary encoding is a function that assigns to each reachable
state a vector of booleans, one for each signal, indicating if
the signal is up (1) or down (0). Loosely speaking, an en-
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subclasses of STGs have been studied. The class with the
best compromise between expressive power and analizability are free-choice STGs [5], a class that allows to model
both nondeterminism (necessary for modelling the environment) and concurrency (essential for asynchronous modelling), but restricts their interplay. As a matter of fact,
STGs were originally defined in [5] as free-choice nets,
and many papers still identify STGs with free-choice STGs.
Loosely speaking, a STG is free-choice if for every place
, whenever some output transition of is enabled, all output transitions of are enabled, and so it is always possible
“to freely choose” which of them fires. This is an adequate
model of the behaviour of the environment, which should be
able to freely produce any input signal to the circuit. Many
asynchronous circuits can be naturally specified using freechoice nets, although they are not powerful enough to model
arbiters.
Free-choice STGs and subclasses thereof have been studied in numerous papers (see e.g. [5, 3, 19, 23]). A number of techniques exist for the automatic implementation of
STGs with consistent and complete encodings. In [3] it is
also shown how to transform a free-choice STG having a
consistent encoding into another one which admits a consistent and complete encoding. The problem of checking
consistency has been studied in [19], where two polynomially checkable conditions for consistency, one sufficient
and the other necessary, are presented. However, the exact computational complexity of checking consistency and
completeness is still unknown.
In this paper we attack the consistency problem with results of the theory of free-choice Petri nets obtained in the
early 90s [8]. We show that consistency can be checked
in polynomial time for free-choice STGs known to be
bounded, deadlock-free, and cyclic (meaning that the initial marking can be reached from any other reachable marking). These are standard conditions used by all papers on the
subject since Chu’s work [5], and in particular by [3, 19].
These conditions hold (or can be artificially made to hold,
for instance by adding transitions that ‘restore’ the initial
marking) for many real specifications, simplify the synthesis procedures, and can be checked in polynomial time [8].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains
basic definitions. Section 3 and 3.3 introduce the checking
procedure. The resulting algorithm is presented in Section
4, and Section 5 contains some brief conclusions. All proofs
can be found in [11].

2 Basic definitions
A net is a triple 
, where  and  are disjoint
sets of places and transitions, respectively, and is a function      . Places and transitions
are generically called nodes. Places are graphically repre-

sented as circles, and transitions as boxes. If ! "
then we say that there is an arc from  to . The preset
of a node  , denoted by #$ , is the set of its input nodes,
i.e., the set %'&()*,+--."  . The postset
of  , denoted by  # , contains its output nodes, i.e., the set
%/&012+3 4567"
8 .
A marking 9 of a net  55 is a mapping :<; =
(where ; = denotes the natural numbers including 0). Graphically, a marking is represented by drawing 9' tokens on
the circle representing the place . A marking 9 enables a
transition > if it puts at least one token on each place &?#@> ,
i.e. if 9' BA
for each &C#$> . If > is enabled at 9 ,
then it can fire or occur, and its occurrence leads to a new
marking D , obtained by removing a token from each place
in the preset of > , and adding a token to each place in its
postset; formally, DE 7"F9' HG?>I KJ > for every place . 9 JM(
denotes that > is enabled at 9 and
L 9
that its occurrence leads to 9 .
A Petri net is a pair  NO9QPR where N is a net and 9SP
is a marking of N , called the initial marking. A sequence
, is an occurrence seof transitions T0"U> VO>XWZY%Y$Y>X[ , \F]
quence from 9 to 9
if there exist markings 9^V , 9W , . . . ,
9S[  V such that
9

_
J`JL(
9

V2
a
J`J Lb
Y$Y%Y59

[



V2
Lc (9
J Jd

We usually omit the intermediate markings and write
9
JRe9
for an occurrence sequence; 9 Jfe denotes that
T can be fired from 9
. The Parikh mapping of TC&gih ,
denoted by jT , is the mapping )k; = that assigns to each
transition the number of times it occurs in T . A marking
9
is reachable if there exists an occurrence sequence from
. The reachability graph of a Petri net is a labelled
9 P to 9
graph having the set of reachable markings as nodes, and
the restriction of the JM L relations to the set of reachable
markings as edges.
Signal transition graphs. We fix a finite alphabet lm"
 V %Y$Y$Y%  [  of signals partitioned into input and output

signals. (All our results can be immediately extended to
STGs with dummy transitions, we omit them for clarity.)
Rising and falling of a signal  is denoted by  and  ,
respectively. We call an element of ng"lQ3Go%Jp a label. Loosely speaking, a signal transition graph is a Petri net
whose transitions are labelled with elements of n . Formally,
a signal transition graph (STG) is a triple q*"UN 9PrXs% ,
where  NO9QPR is a Petri net and s is a surjective labelling
function that assigns to each transition of N a label in n .
The state graph of a STG has the reachable states of q as
nodes. If 9 JMt
L D in the reachability graph, then the state
w D . Figure 1 shows a signal
graph contains en edge 9 J`J!u v J Lt
transition graph and its state graph.

c+

a+

the implementation, and so they must differ in the value of
at least one signal.
We say that a STG is consistent or complete if it has a
consistent or complete binary encoding, respectively. The
STG of Figure 1 is not consistent. To see why, let 9 be the
marking reached by firing   . Since 9 enables both  and
 , a consistent encoding must satisfy both 4 9C@ $7"
and 4 9C@ $ "
, and so it cannot exist. If the transition
at the top labelled by   and the transition labelled by 
swap their labels, then the STG becomes consistent.
A marking 9 of a STG is \ -bounded if 9'
C\ for
every place . A STG is \ -bounded if all its reachable markings are \ -bounded. Since the circuit implementation of a
[
STG can be seen as a finite object with at most
states,
where \ is the number of signals, STGs used in practice are
bounded (even though in principle unbounded STGs could
make sense), and in fact most of them are even 1-bounded.
A STG is deadlock-free if every reachable marking enables
some transition. It is cyclic if for every reachable marking there is a sequence T such that 9 Jfe(9QP , where 9QP
is the initial marking. STGs specifying circuits which continuously interact with their environment are deadlock-free.
Many are also cyclic, since after each round of interaction
the circuit usually returns, or at least may return, to a home
state. A STG is well formed if it is deadlock-free, bounded,
and cyclic. The STG of Figure 1 is well formed.
Checking well formedness of STGs or consistency of
well formed STGs is EXPSPACE-hard. Therefore we introduce a syntactically defined subclass of STGs. A STG is
free-choice if its underlying net  E5 satisfies the following property: for each place and every transition > , if
 >p"
&*#%> , >
&
# .
then  > "
for every
In a free-choice STG, if some output transition of a place
is enabled at a marking, then all its output transitions are
enabled, and it is possible to “freely” choose among them.
An important property of well formed free-choice STGs
is that they are live (see for instance Theorem 4.31 of [8]).
A STG is live if for every reachable marking 9 and each
transition >p9 J5JXe  L holds for some sequence T of transitions. Moreover well formedness of free-choice STGs can
be checked in polynomial time (see e.g Corollary 6.18 and
Theorem 8.12 of [8]).
We say that a STG is alternating if the signs of all signals
alternate in all paths of its state graph. The STG of Figure
1 is not alternating: its state graph contains a path in which
 occurs twice without any occurrence of  in-between.
We conclude this section with a simple result showing
that for live and cyclic systems consistency is equivalent to
alternation.
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Figure 1. A free-choice STG and its state
graph

A signal transition graph is a specification of the behaviour of the circuit under some assumptions on the environment. A signal transition graph q is implementable
if there exists a state coding mapping that associates
to each reachable marking 9 a vector of signal values
[
4 9C &?
 8
satisfying the following two properties:






 , then
Consistency. If 9 JMt
L D and > is labelled by
the -th components of 4 9C and 4D are and ,
respectively, and all other components have the same

value in 9C and 4D . If > is labelled by  , then
the -th components of 4 9C and 4D are and ,
respectively, and all other components have the same
value in 9C and 4D .











Completeness: if two different reachable markings
, then they enable exactly
9
5D satisfy 9Cp"
 D
the same output labels.

Consistency is obviously necessary for implementability.
Completeness is necessary because the state of an implementation is completely determined by the signal values of
all signals. Therefore, if some output signal is enabled at 9
but not at D , 9 and D must correspond to different states of





Lemma 2.1 (1) Consistent STGs are alternating.
(2) Live, cyclic, and alternating STGs are consistent.



3 Checking consistency



The next three sections present a three-step procedure for
checking consistency of well formed free-choice STGs. We
will make implicit use of Lemma 2.1 along the way.
The first two steps check non-autoconcurrency and balancedness, two necessary conditions for consistency. The
third step is a divide-and-conquer procedure which checks
consistency of STGs that pass the first two tests.








 

 

 

3.1 Checking non-autoconcurrency
A marking 9 concurrently enables two transitions > and
of a net if it puts at least one token in all input places of >
and , and at least two tokens on every input place of both
> and . It follows easily from the firing rule that if 9
concurrently enables > and then there is a marking D such that


both 9 J J`L tD and 9 J5J`t
L D are occurrence sequences. A
STG is non-autoconcurrent if no reachable marking concurrently enables two transitions labelled by the same signal (even if the labels carry opposite signs). We have the
following (very easy to prove) result:
Lemma 3.1 Consistent STGs are non-autoconcurrent.
By Lemma 3.1, if a well formed free-choice STG does
not pass the non-autoconcurrency test, we can already dismiss it as non-consistent. The STG of Figure 1 does
not pass the test, because  and  can be concurrently
enabled. Checking non-autoconcurrency is EXPSPACEcomplete for arbitrary STGs (this can be easily proved using the techniques of [9]). Fortunately, for well formed freechoice STGs we can do much better: It is proved in [14] that
non-autoconcurrency can be checked in polynomial time. A
summary of this result can be found in [11].





3.2 Checking balancedness
A STG is balanced if for every signal  , every cycle of
the state graph contains the same number of occurrences of
  and  . Clearly, balancedness is a necessary condition
for alternation and hence for consistency. We show how to
check balancedness.
Let qS" N 9SP
be a STG, where N "C
.A

mapping   , where  denotes the rational numbers,


 >7"
> for every
is a T-invariant of N if 
L 
L 
place . Notice that T-invariants
form a vector
space. A T


invariant is positive (semi-positive) if > A
( > ]
) for all > &B .
It is easy to show that if 9 J%e9 for some reachable
marking 9 , then jT is a semi-positive T-invariant.
However,

given a semi-positive (integer) T-invariant , there may be
no cycle 9 J%e9 in the reachability graph of  such that

Figure 2. A well formed and balanced STG



; when such a cycle exists we say that



can be activated.
Fortunately, for well formed free-choice STGs a limited version of the converse holds. Let the support of a
semi-positive T-invariant be the set of transitions > such that

. A semi-positive T-invariant is minimal if there is
> A
no other semi-positive T-invariant with strictly smaller support.
":jT

Theorem 3.1 ([8], Theorems 5.17 and 5.20)
Let q be a well formed free-choice STG. All minimal Tinvariants of N can be activated.
We use this result to check balancedness. Given
a

mapping


and a signal  we write 1   


( 1   ) to denote the sum of > over all transitions
 
   
> labelled by

  ( ), and
   define X l   ; = by
for every signal .
X "1 
J1 
Theorem 3.2 Let q be a well formed free-choice
 STG. q is
"
balanced iff X
for every T-invariant of q .
The STG of Figure 2 (taken from [20] with some modifications) shows that Theorem 3.2 does not hold for arbitrary
well formed
STGs. The STG is balanced, but the map
ping that assigns to the two transitions in the middle
of the picture and to the others is a T-invariant for which

X !" . Notice that this T-invariant cannot be activated.
T-invariants can be computed using linear algebra. The
incidence matrix of a net N , denoted by " , is a + /+H*+ o+
matrix given by "S >p"' >I
J* 5> . It is easy to
see that 9 J%eD implies D"F9UG#"%$djT . (For T" > V Y%Y$Y> [ ,
this is nothing but the equalities D 7"g9' rGB > V  !J
written in matrix form.)
 > V 3GY$Y$YG > [  J  > [


A little calculation shows that is a T-invariant iff "&$ "
. So we have the following corollary of Theorem 3.2:
Corollary 3.1 Let q be a well formed free-choice STG. q
is balanced iff every rational solution of the linear system
of equations "'$)( "
satisfies X*(?7"
.

So balancedness can be solved by computing a basis of
the
 solutions of " $ (m"  and checking that each element
of the basis satisfies X ?"
.

3.3 A divide-and-conquer procedure
In the rest of the section we work with well formed
free-choice STGs which are both balanced and nonautoconcurrent. We call these STGs very well formed.
The third step of our procedure to check alternation is
a divide-and-conquer procedure for checking alternation
of very well formed free-choice STGs (i.e., of those well
formed free-choice STGs which have passed both the nonautoconcurrency and the balancedness tests): we decompose the STG into two parts and show that checking alternation of the whole reduces to checking alternation of each
part. Recall that, by Lemma 2.1, very well formed STGs
are consistent if and only if they are alternating.
The divide-and-conquer procedure is best explained by
considering the special case of STGs in which every transition has exactly one input and one output place. In the sequel, these are called state machine STGs1 . Figure 3 shows
a very well formed state machine STG. This figure and the
next ones follow two drawing conventions. First, only the
label of a transition is drawn (its surrounding box is omitted). Second, places having only one input and one output
transition are also omitted. Therefore, an edge of the form,
 indicates that the STG contains an arc from
say,  
a transition labelled by   to a place, and another one from
this place to a transition labelled by  , and that the place
has no other input or output transitions. Tokens on the intermediate place are just drawn on the arc.






















Figure 3. A very well formed state machine
STG
Let q be a very well formed state machine STG. Now, let
a handle be a simple path of (the underlying net of) q satisfying the following conditions: it starts and ends at a place,
all its intermediate nodes have exactly one input and one
1 Checking consistency of state machine STGs is a trivial problem. We
use them in order to present some of the ideas of the free-choice case in a
simple setting.

output node, and after removing these intermediate nodes
together with their adjacent arcs, the remaining STG is still
strongly connected. In Figure 3, the path on the right that
visits V3       W is a handle.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the intermediate places of q are empty of tokens at the initial marking (if
this is not the case, we can fire transitions to remove those
tokens; by cyclicity, alternation holds for the new STG if
and only if it holds for the old one). Let and be STGs
whose underlying nets are the handle and the remaining
STG, respectively; the initial marking of puts one token
on its first place and no tokens elsewhere, while the initial
marking of is the projection of the initial marking of q
onto .
and for the example of Figure 3 are shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Dividing the STG of Figure 3
We would like to have that q is alternating if and only if
and are alternating. However, Figure 3 shows that this
is not true. In this example, q is not alternating because of
the two consecutive   at the top of the figure, even though
both and are alternating.
Our solution consists of modifying to make sure that,
if q is not alternating and is alternating, then the new
is not alternating.
In order to see how to modify , we look at the path of
visiting V    W . This is a ‘mirror image’ of in , i.e.,
a path of with the same start and end nodes as . Let (
and ) be the sequences of labels corresponding to and its
 . Intuitively,
mirror image, i.e., (F"     and )F"
the modification of should guarantee that if we can use
( to produce a non-alternating sequence, then we can also
use ) , i.e., that ( and ) are ‘equivalent’ with respect to their
potential for producing non-alternating sequences.
But how could a formal definition of ‘equivalent’ look
like? It is not difficult to see that we could choose this one:
for each signal  , if the projection of ( on  is nonempty,
then the projections of ( and ) on  begin with the same
label and end with the same label. However, we have not
been able to transform this definition into a polynomial
divide-and-conquer procedure, and so we choose another







one which also works: (1) ( and ) have the same balance,
(2) for each signal  , if  occurs in ( then it also occurs in
) , and (3) if  occurs in ( and ) then the first occurrence of
has the same sign in both sequences. In Figure 3, ( and )
are not equivalent because condition (2) is violated.



 





3.3.1 Handles generalize to CP-subnets



 


Figure 5. A state machine STG
So our modification of
should guarantee that ( and
satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3). Fortunately, it is easy
to see that if (1) is violated then the STG is not very well
 and
formed. Figure 5 shows an example. We have (*"

)Q" , and so condition (1) is violated; the STG contains
a circuit with two occurrences of  and none of  , and
so it is unbalanced. Since we assume that our initial STG is
very well formed, we do not have to worry about ensuring
condition (1): it holds automatically.
In order to guarantee (2) and (3), we insert a ‘witness’ in
, as shown in Figure 6 for the STG of Figure 4. The
witness ‘records’ that  occurs in ( , and that the first occurrence of  has negative sign. Notice that, after introducing
the witness, is no longer alternating. The two consecutive
  that were possible in q are now possible in the modified
as well.

)













 







Section 3.3.1 introduces CP-subnets2 , which are a generalization of handles. Section 3.3.2 formalizes the insertion
of witnesses. Section 3.3.3 shows the correctness of the
divide-and-conquer steps: alternation holds for the original
STG if and only if it holds for the parts. Finally, Section
3.3.4 shows how to directly check consistency of STGs that
do not contain any CP-subnets.



Figure 6. Inserting a witness in
In the rest of the section we show how to extend these
ideas to free-choice STGs. In particular, handles can no
longer be just paths, due to the presence of concurrency.

A transition-generated subnet of a net N "  E5 is a
"
 
5

 , 
"'#$
 #
such that 
net N
(i.e.,  contains all input and output places of  in the net
N ), and
"*5 
?
 
?
 . Transitiongenerated subnets are just called subnets in the sequel.
Given a subnet N , we define NN as the subnet having
as set of transitions. A place of N is called entry
 
(exit) place if some transition of # ( # ) belongs to N N .
All other places of N are called internal. The output transitions of the entry places are called entry transitions. All
other transitions of N are called internal.
is a CP-subnet of N if
N
(i) it is nonempty and weakly connected,
(ii) every internal place has exactly one input and one output transition, and
(iii) the net N
N

is strongly connected.

The handle of Figure 4 is an example of CP-subnet. A
more interesting example is the subnet of Figure 1 generated
by the three transitions of the left-half of the net labelled by
 ,  , and  . Finally, Figure 7 shows a free-choice STG,
which in Figure 8 is divided into a CP-subnet, on the right,
and the rest, on the left. (The fact that the initial markings of
Figure 7 and Figure 8 are different will be explained later).
In the sequel, N denotes a CP-subnet of a net N . Given
a STG q "k N 9QP  H , q N denotes the STG whose
underlying net is N N , and whose initial marking and
labelling function are obtained by projecting 9P and s onto
N N .
We shall use the following result





Lemma 3.2 ([8]) CP-subnets of well formed free-choice
STGs have a unique entry transition.



A flushing sequence of N
JRetD of q such that:

9



in q is an occurrence sequence

and D are reachable markings of
9
internal transitions of N , and
q

that enable no

T?"
> , where > is the unique entry transition of N ,
and  contains no occurrences of >  .
2 This

strange name is due to historical reasons.











 



 









 



 






Figure 7. A free-choice STG

Figure 8. Dividing the STG of Figure 7

Intuitively, in a flushing sequence the entry transition of
fires once, and then the internal transitions of N fire for
as long as possible. In the case of handles, a flushing sequence lets a token run along the handle, from its first to
its last place, and so handles have one single flushing sequence. This is no longer the case for CP-subnets, because
concurrency among the transitions of N is possible, and so
we can get a new flushing sequence by changing the order in which concurrently enabled transitions fire. For instance, in the CP-subnet of Figure 8, there are three possible flushing sequences, corresponding to the sequences
of labels          ,         , and        .
However, for very well formed STGs we can prove that CPsubnets enjoy many of the properties of handles:

marking that puts one token on the entry places of N , and
coincides with 9 (and D ) elsewhere. The characteristic
sequence of N with respect to signal  , denoted by T  , is
the projection of sT onto   and  . The characteristic
marking of the CP-subnet of Figure 8 is the one shown in the
figure, and we have T"   , T "  , and T "     .
In the case of state machine STGs we divide the STG
into a handle
and the rest . In the free-choice case,
the rôle of
is played by the STG q having  NS 92
as underlying Petri net. By Proposition 3.1(2), checking
consistency of q  is very simple: if suffices to construct
any flushing sequence (all of them have linear length), and
check if they are alternating.

Proposition 3.1 Let q be a very well formed free-choice
STG, let N be a CP-subnet of q , and let 9 Jfe(9
and
D JOtD
be arbitrary flushing sequences of N in q . Then

3.3.2 Inserting witnesses

N



(1)
9

,9



,D ,D



coincide on all internal places of N ,

(2) the projections of
cide, and

s T

(3) every transition of N

and

s



on each signal coin-

occurs exactly once in T and  .

So, even if in a very well formed free-choice STG a CPsubnet may have many different flushing sequences, they
all start and end at the same marking of N (the markings
may differ elsewhere), each transition occurs in them exactly once, and, for every signal  , their projections onto
the labels     coincide.
Proposition 3.1 justifies the following definition. Given
an arbitrary flushing sequence 9 JfeD of N in q , we define the characteristic marking of N , denoted by 9 , as the



In this section we define the STG playing the rôle of . Let
q be a very well formed free-choice STG with a CP-subnet
N . Without loss of generality, we assume that the initial
marking 9SP of q does not enable any internal transition of
N . If this were not the case, we just let the internal transitions of N occur for as long as possible. For instance, in
the STG of Figure 7 we let the transitions labelled by   ,
 
, and  occur. Since q is cyclic, the resulting STG is
alternating if and only if q is alternating.
Let l be the set of signals  such that T  is of the form
  (   or   (   for some ( &'n h . The procedure to
construct q is better described in an informal but hopefully
precise way, since a formal definition would be difficult to
read.





Start with the STG q
Let





N

.

be the set of entry places of
N

(these are the



input places of the unique entry transition >  ), which
belong to q  N . Let  "g  #  > f . Remove all the
arcs  5> of N N such that &   and > &  .



Construct a net consisting of one single path, starting
at a transition and ending at a place. The path, which
we call the witness of  , contains two transitions >   
for each label  &^l , with >  preceding  . If T  is
of the form   (  , then >  is labelled by  , and 
is labelled by  . If it is of the form   (   , then > 
is labelled by   and  is labelled by   . The order
between transitions corresponding to different labels
can be chosen arbitrarily. Let >  be the first transition
of the path, and let  be its last place.
Add arcs

 

5>



E+



and

&B f

 



>

+3>

&





.

(At this point, the reader may ask why do we introduce witnesses only for the actions of the set l . While we could
safely introduce witnesses for all signals whose characteristic sequence is nonempty, it turns out to be superfluous.)
In the case of Figure 8 the set l contains the signals 
and  . The STG q  is shown in Figure 9.

 






Theorem 3.3 Let q be a very well formed free-choice STG,
and let N be a CP-subnet of q . q is alternating if and only
if q   and q  are alternating.
Second, since we assume that q is a very well formed
free-choice STG, we have to prove that q is also very wellformed, so that the procedure can be iterated with q  .
Proposition 3.2

q

is a very well formed free-choice STG.

3.3.4 The base case
Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2 allow to iteratively remove CP-subnets from q until either non consistency is disproved, or no CP-subnets can be found. It is easy to show
that one of the two will eventually be the case: every time a
CP-subnet is removed, the sum over all places of + # +RJ
strictly decreases. If this sum becomes , then every place
has exactly one output transition, and so no CP-subnets can
exist.
It is shown in [8] (Proposition 7.11) that if no CP-subnets
exist, then each place has exactly one output and exactly
one input transition. Such nets are called T-nets or marked
graphs, and we call the corresponding STGs marked graph
STGs.
It is well known that well formed marked graphs have
the following property: there exists an occurrence sequence
9 P Jfe(9 P in which all transitions occur exactly once. This
sequence can obviously be iterated an arbitrary number of
times. We have the following result:
Theorem 3.4 Let q be a very well formed marked graph
STG with initial marking 9SP . Let 9QP)Jfe(9QP be the sequence in which each transition occurs exactly once. q is
consistent if and only if T is alternating.
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Figure 9. The STG

q 

Notice that if alternation holds for q  N , then it also
holds for q . The converse, however, is not true, as shown
by Figure 3.
3.3.3 Correctness of the divide-and-conquer strategy
We now state the two essential correctness properties of the
divide-and-conquer procedure. First, we have to show that
alternation holds for q (and for all signals) if and only if it
holds for both q  and q , as defined in Sections 3.3.1 and
3.3.2.

In this section we present the complete algorithm for
checking consistency.
Input: a well formed free-choice STG q , a signal  .
Output: ‘consistent’ or ‘not consistent’.
(1) Check if q is non-autoconcurrent. If it is autoconcurrent, return ‘not consistent’, otherwise go to step 2.
(2) Check if q is balanced. If not, return ‘non consistent’,
otherwise go to step 3.
(3) If

is a marked graph STG, construct a sequence
in which every transition occurs exactly
once; if T is alternating for every signal then return
‘consistent’, otherwise return ‘not consistent’.
If q is not a marked graph, go to step 4.
q

9QPU
J%(
e
9QP

(4) Select a CP-subnet N of q , and let its transitions occur
as long as possible (each transition can occur at most
once). Call this new STG (new because of the different
initial marking) q .
(5) Put one token on the entry place of N , and execute a
flushing sequence in which each transition occurs exactly once. Check if all signals alternate. If not, return
‘not consistent’, otherwise go to step 6.
(6) Remove from
 q all internal places and transitions of
N . Let q
"
q  as defined at the end of Section 3.3.1
(inserting witnesses where necessary), and go to step
3.



We show that the algorithm runs in 5+ /+ G + o+ R time.
The algorithm of [14] for Step (1) takes  + /+ $  + /+ G
W
time.
+ o+
Step (2) requires to compute a basis of the solutions of the
system " $ ( "
, where " has dimension + /+ + o+ . This
can be done in time   - + /+ f+ o+ 3 , where  \4
denotes the complexity of matrix multiplication, and so certainly in time 5+ /+RGF+ o+ % .
The loop of the divide-and-conquer procedure can run for
at most + o+ iterations, since each iteration reduces the number of output transitions of one place by 1. Moreover, at
each step the STG q  has at most as many nodes as q (the
inserted path of witnesses contains at most as many nodes
as the removed CP-subnet).
W
Steps (3) and (5) take  + /+ G+ o+
time, even if we
assume that it takes linear time to find an enabled transition.
W
Step (4) takes  + /+IG^+ o+
time: there are at most + o+
candidates to be the entry transition of a CP-subnet, and we
can check in  + /+fGF+ o+ time for each of them if they indeed are (using Tarjan’s algorithm for checking strong connectedness).
Step (6) takes 5+ /+fGg+  + time.
W
So the loop takes 5+ o+ $  + /+8G +  + , and the whole
algorithm runs in 55+ /+fGg+  + f time.







5 Conclusions
We have presented the first polynomial algorithm for
checking consistency of well formed free-choice STGs.
The correctness proof requires to use many results from
Petri net theory. Almost all of the main theorems of the
monograph [8] are directly or indirectly used. There could
be a much simpler proof, although experience shows that
results about free-choice nets often need long arguments.
Together with the techniques of [3] and [19], our algorithm can be used to produce free-choice STGs with consistent and complete encodings without having to construct
their state graph, which could be exponentially larger than
the STG itself.

We suspect that it is possible to get rid of the balancedness check at the price of a more complicated divide-andconquer procedure. Exploring this is left for future research.
The other obvious possibility for future work is to determine
the computational complexity of completeness. We conjecture that it is also polynomial, but it seems to be a much
harder problem.
The consistency problem is an instance of the more general problem of determining synchronic distances between
sets of transitions of a Petri net (how often can transitions in
one set occur without the others occurring?). These problems appear also in other applications of free-choice nets in
the are of workflow processes [1]. We think that our results
will also be useful there.
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